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private investors, rather than the public. They allow companies to raise
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Private investment opportunities are typically offered in the early stages
of a company’s life when they are trying to grow or acquire key assets.

placements. Investment companies that use private placements do so by
providing opportunities to investors with a defined exit strategy and the
expectation of an ROI.
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Companies and investors both benefit greatly from the issuing of private
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Private placement securities are similar to typical stock offerings but to
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Economic uncertainty defines the last twenty years. Between the dot-com
bubble, the financial crisis of 2008, and scores of smaller corrections, the

Investors are typically advised to protect themselves by using bonds and index funds to
cushion the blow. Unfortunately, this advice falls flat. While investing in an index is better than
your entire portfolio being a single company, it still leaves you vulnerable. A stock market
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stock market has been continuously fluctuating.
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TRUE
DIVERSIFICATION

crash leads to significant losses of value, no matter how many stocks make up your portfolio.

If you consult with financial advisors or investment brokers, you will probably receive the
same advice that everyone else gets: invest in stocks, bonds, and not much else. What they
don’t tell you is these types of investments have pivotal flaws. Bonds have low upside and are
highly dependent on interest rates. The result is underwhelming gains when times are good,
and unexpected losses when times are bad.

The stock market has its flaws, too. It is highly unpredictable and carries considerable risk.
The advice given to avoid these risks is diversification, but diversification is much more
difficult to achieve than people think.
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The word diversification is thrown around a lot in the investing world,
with confusion surrounding what constitutes a truly diversified
portfolio. Investors will choose to invest in an index fund thinking they

investment loses significant value.

Investors also turn to bonds for diversification with the same results.

portfolio suffers loss. What investors usually realize during downturns
is that their portfolio was not sufficiently diversified.
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UNLIKE BONDS,
PRIVATE
PLACEMENTS ARE
NOT CORRELATED
TO THE STOCK
MARKET.
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Both markets fall at the same time, and their allegedly diversified
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have diversified. Subsequently, the market drops, and their whole
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IS YOUR
PORTFOLIO
TRULY
DIVERSIFIED?
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of the company itself. When the stock market falls, that company can

investors to experience true diversification.

Take the 2008 recession for example. While many companies suffered

they didn’t show up on the news, many smaller, private companies also
continued to flourish.

Diversifying with private placements allows a portion of your portfolio

Diversification is one of many benefits of private investing.
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to be independent of the stock market and shielded from the volatility.
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retraction, big names like Amazon and Ford kept growing. Though
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still flourish. This disconnect from the global markets allows private
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The value of a private investment depends entirely on the performance
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While true diversification is a critical component for a successful portfolio,
the most compelling reason to invest in private placements is the benefit
of above-market returns combined with below-market volatility.

2000, Private Investments experienced an impressive 16% annual return compared to 7.4%
from the S&P 500.
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Cambridge Associates, an index that tracks private equity performance, reports that since
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equity and private debt outperforming public offerings. Chief among
them are the advantages of early-stage investing, which can not be

Private placements offer investors an opportunity to participate in
early, private rounds of financing before a significant exit event like

significant upside potential. Investing in real businesses, especially
ones with recurring revenue like real estate, at an early stage means
that investors benefit from growth and significant potential upside
from expansion.

Amazon, Facebook, Twitter etc. before they went public?" It’s because
those early investors that invested in the company at lower prices
were also the investors who gained the most from their IPOs.

EARLY STAGE
INVESTING, BEFORE
VALUE CREATION, IS
WHERE INVESTORS
CAN POTENTIALLY
MAKE THE HIGHEST
RETURNS.
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How many times have you heard people say "I wish I had invested in
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IPO, buyout or merger. This early stage creates the most value and
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overstated.
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There are several explanations for private investments like private

The investors that bought equity early in those companies enjoyed
incredible returns, sometimes in multiples of thousands. And the
vehicle through which those early investors invested pre-IPO was
through private placements. Every investor has a company they wish
they bought into earlier. This opportunity is their "one that got away."
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Investors can expect high returns and a shot at a home run investment
with the added benefit of less volatility since private placements do
not correlate with the stock market.
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Buying a public stock low and selling it high leads to significant profits.
These profits are magnified in the private sector because companies
treat their investors better. What the company has to gain from selling
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private securities is raising funds without jumping through regulatory
hoops. This saves time and money allowing the early stage company
to operate efficiently and cost-effectively, leaving more profits to
distribute to their investors.
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There is another side to that coin though. Because offering private
securities is easier, the company typically offers its investors a better
deal. The ability to operate without regulatory handcuffs and without
standard middleman fees, like from brokers and advisors, allows
private investments to offer higher rates and provide more equity
in the company. And without the typical broker and advisor fees
associated with traditional investments, private placement investors
end up with more money in their pockets than their public equity
investing counterparts.

These benefits make your investment gains even more pronounced
enabling you to generate greater wealth.

WITH PRIVATE
PLACEMENTS,
INVESTORS HAVE
THE OPPORTUNITY
TO INVEST EARLY
AND MAXIMIZE
GAINS.
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Conventional investing is a pretty dull game. You purchase your index funds
or shares of stock on your own and forget about them, or in the case with

often times they're already sold before you even hear about them.

INVESTING IN PRIVATE
PLACEMENTS IS A WHOLE
DIFFERENT BALL GAME THOUGH
- ONE THAT PROVIDES A MORE
ACTIVE PLATFORM FOR FINDING,
VETTING AND INVESTING IN
DEALS.
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many investors, your financial adviser purchases stocks on your behalf and
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NOVELTY &
EXCLUSIVITY
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With the passage of the JOBS Act, investors, especially accredited
investors, now have more private investment options available to them
than ever before. The variety and levels of investment opportunities
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are unprecedented, offering participation in all kinds of industries
including tech, real estate, oil & gas, green energy, and the list goes on.
In contrast to the dull offerings of Wall Street akin to Soviet-era
bread stores, private placements offer you more exciting and
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exclusive investment opportunities similar to the Amazon shopping
experience. With private placements, you have unprecedented access
before investing a single dime. You can research a company, talk
to its founders, review financials and corporate docs to understand
a company from top to bottom before committing. Then, in a few
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years when the company starts generating buzz among mainstream
investors, you get to enjoy the pride of being one of the first investors
to have discovered it, years before the public did.

Before the JOBS Act, historically, private investments were not
marketable and were not available to the general public. These
opportunities were reserved for the well-connected and high-income
earners. Now more readily accessible, qualified investors have access
to all types of private investment opportunities allowing them to
purchase assets that are both engaging and exclusive. And instead of
plain old stocks, the investment options among private placements
offer a wide variety of debt, equity and hybrid options, many offering
cash flow and appreciation.

IN THE MODERN WORLD
OF SOPHISTICATED
INVESTORS, AVERAGE
EARNINGS FROM A
TYPICAL INVESTMENT
PORTFOLIO AREN’T
SUFFICIENT ANYMORE.
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above-market returns to break up the monotony of public offerings.
That’s why more and more investors are landing on private placements

hamstrung to the traditional Wall Street model with their excessive
fees and regulatory restrictions, private placement companies can
operate more efficiently to provide returns that are far above the stock

Besides offering unmatched transparency and access, private
investments also offer diversified returns uncorrelated to Wall Street
as effective private companies will survive and thrive in economic

private investments are also interesting, exclusive, and novel; a much
more engaging and exciting investment option for sophisticated
investors.
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uncertainty. In addition to bringing potential for above-market returns,
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market and have the potential for home run growth.
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to fill their need for alternative investments. Plus, without being
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Smart investors are seeking alternative investment opportunities for
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